PICTURE BOOKS WITH LONGER TEXT

Title

Author

About the Book…

Ada
DeFelice
DeLint
Fleischman
Flora

Fairy tale characters attend a party & try to avoid wolves.
While visiting her grandpa's house, a girl sees strange things.
A girl wandering in the woods is saved by magical creatures.
A woman tells her grandaughter how to survive in the woods.
A boy learns that one small mixture can be super bad.

Yours Truly, Goldilocks
When Granpa Kissed His Elbow
A Circle of Cats
Lost: A Story in String
The Day the Cow Sneezed
Ride Like the Wind: A Tale of the Pony
Express

JP
JP
JP
JP
JP

Poppy's Puppet
The Sweetwater Run- The Story of
Buffalo Bill Cody and the Pony Express
The Reluctant Dragon
Winter Wheat
The Memory Horse
My Prairie Year
Kayuktuk
The Ring & the Window Seat
Gabby Growing Up
When Jessie Came Across the Sea
The Yellow Train
Gulliver in Lilliput

JP Gauch

Star of Fear, Star of Hope
Horsefly

JP Hoestlandt
JP Hoffman

The Hunchback of Notre Dame
The Big Concrete Lorry
The Unbreakable Code

JP Hugo
JP Hughes
JP Hunter

JP Fuchs

JP
JP
JP
JP
JP
JP
JP
JP
JP
JP
JP

Glass
Grahame
Guiberson
Harrison
Harvey
Heinz
Hest
Hest
Hest
Highet
Hodges

A pony express rider runs away from warriors who want his village.
Classic, charming tale about freedom of expression, with dreamy,
fantastic illustrations.
Follows Buffalo Bill and Pony Express adventures.
A boy tries to save a kind dragon from a dragon killer.
Farmer begins process of planting grain.
A carousel horse may be sold at auction unless saved by a girl.
In 1889, a family moves from Maine to homestead in the West.
A boy must hunt to prove he's a man.
A girl gives her saved money away for the greater good.
On way to her grandma's house for a birthday, a girl gets a haircut.
A girl earns money and goes to America as a Jewish orphan.
A boy and his grandma go on an adventure on an old train.
Shipwrecked, a man finds himself on an island of 6" tall people.
While the Germans invade, a girl is confused when her Jewish friend
disappears.
Scared of anything, a girl trains a horse to fly.
A deformed bellringer struggles to save a girl from being unjustly
executed.
A family needs to make house bigger by building an extension.
A boy hears a brave tale from him grandfather about WWII.

The Crows of Pearblossom

JP Huxley

Your Dad Was Just Like You
Amber on the Mountain
Tambourine Moon
Journey of the Red-Eyed Tree Frog
The Prince in the Golden Tower
Timothy Cox Will Not Change His Socks
Custer- The True Story of a Horse
The Summer of Stanley

JP
JP
JP
JP
JP
JP
JP
JP

How the Camel Got His Hump
The Elephant's Child
Redcoats & Petticoats

JP Kipling
JP Kipling
JP Kirkpatrick

Especially Heroes

JP Kroll

Best Friends
Armstrong- The Adventurous Journey of
a Mouse to the Moon
They Were Strong and Good
Nim & the War Effort
Tom Mouse

Jonkonnu
Shake Rag
The Boy Who Held Back the Sea
Three Names

Johnson
Johnston
Jones
Jordan
Karpin
Kinerk
King
Kinsey-Warnock

Kuhlmann
Lawson
Lee
LeGuin

When a settler's young daughter learns that soldiers will force the
Nez Perce off the nearby land, she uses a doll to warn her Indian
friend of the impending danger.
Dreams are determined only by the size of one's imagination and the
biggest innovators are the smallest of all.
A young boy learns about his forebears.
A girl proves an American can win the war effort.
On a train, a mouse befriends an old woman.

Littlesugar
Littlesugar
Locker
MacLachlan

A young southern girl tells of the time Winslow Homer came to town
to paint pictures and defied the town fathers by portraying the lives
of the poor Black people who lived down the red clay road.
Fictional story of Elvis Presley's childhood.
Grandfather tells the story of an incredible boy and the sea.
Great-grandfather reminisces about his childhood and dog.

JP Krupinski
JP
JP
JP
JP

JP
JP
JP
JP

Tale of cleverness triumphing over greed.
Hearing stories of his father's childhood, the boy understands him
better.
A mountain girl meets a city girl who teaches her to write and read.
Walking home, a girl and grandpa talk about the moon.
A homeless frog travels through the forest looking for a home.
A boy goes on an adventure with a white tiger.
What happens when a boy wears his socks for over a month?
A horse acts like a cow at the riding school.
A girl receives a goat as a present.
When the world was new, the camel, a very lazy creature, said
"Humph!" too often and received for all time a hump[h] from the
desert god.
Curiosity gives elephants their long trunks.
A village fills with George Washington's spies.
When a father saves a neighbor from racists, his daughter sees him
as a hero.

Mr. Peabody's Apples
The English Roses
Tilly…A Deer's Tale

JP Madonna
JP Madonna
JP Manning-Vogelstein

Shibumi & the Kitemaker
New House
Molly Bannaky
The Rag Coat
One Hen

JP
JP
JP
JP
JP

Mayer
Maynard
McGill
Mills
Milway

My Name is Bilal
Marshmallow
Flowers on the Wall
Pancake Pie

JP
JP
JP
JP

Mobin-Uddin
Newberry
Newlove
Nordqvist

Sitti's Secrets

JP Nye

A boy learns a lesson about gossip.
Four friends ignore a girl and later learn about her life.
Based on a true story.
After seeing the disparity between the conditions of her father's
palace and the city beyond its walls, the Emperor's daughter has the
royal kitemaker build a huge kite to take her away from it all.
Story of a young boy who builds a tree house.
Follows the life of an immigrant who comes to America.
A girl wears her rag coat to school.
One small loan can make a huge difference in this story.
After moving, this is the story of the only Muslim family in the
neighborhood.
A bunny comes to live with a woman and her cat.
Warsaw, Poland with Anti-Semitism on the rise.
A cat gets a pancake pie for its birthday.
A young girl describes a visit to see her grandmother in a Palestinian
village.

JP
JP
JP
JP
JP
JP
JP
JP

After her grandmother dies, Katya finds herself in a kingdom where
the Tsarvitch has been turned into living ice and she uses the magic
nesting dolls her babushka had given her to try to break the curse.
Swashbuckling, adventure, fantasy and a dragon in one book.
Chico starts 3rd grade and comes from a migrant working family.
Peggony-Po is no ordinary sailor boy.
The spooky Graves family tries to fit in a normal city.
When a waiter trips over a book, it begins a series of events.
Say meets a black soldier during the Civil War.
The story of a family reunion at a grandma's house.

The Magic Nesting Doll
The Pagemaster Storybook
First Day in Grapes
Peggony-Po
The Graves Family (multiple titles)
In Enzo's Splendid Gardens
Pink & Say
When Lightning Comes in a Jar

Betty Doll
Rotten Richie (multiple titles)

Ogburn
Pagemaster
Perez
Pinkney
Polacco
Polacco
Polacco
Polacco

JP Polacco
JP Polacco

Whenever Mary Ellen needed Betty Doll, she was there. She survived
blizzards and thunderstorms, attended parties and weddings, and
helped mourn the deaths of old friends.
Richie and his sister Trisha face off in a contest.

Thank You, Mr. Faulker

JP Polacco

The Trees of the Dancing Goats
Detective Mole & the Haunted Castle
Mystery

JP Polacco

Casey Over There

JP Rabin

JP Quackenbush

A new teacher helps Trisha overcome learning problems.
During a winter epidemic, a Jewish family makes Christmas special
for sick neighbors.
Hidden treasure and disappearing guests are some of the mysterious
events happening at a castle.
During WWI, a younger brother wants his older brother to come
home.
Young Calpurnia takes her dog and follows her nose to a secret river
in a Florida forest, where she catches enough fresh fish to feed her
hungry neighbors.
During a drought, the king's daughter must make the kingdom bloom
again.

The Secret River

JP Rawlings

The Apple-Pip Princess

JP Ray

Secret Signs: Along the Underground
Railroad
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow

JP Riggio
JP San Souci

The Red Heels
The Hired Hand

JP San Souci
JP San Souci

The Boy and the Ghost
The Enchanted Wood
Ragtime Tumpie
Cowboy Country

JP
JP
JP
JP

The Printer

JP Uhlberg

A Fourth of July on the Plains
The Amazing Air Balloon
Across the Wide Dark Sea- The
Mayflower Journey
My Name is York

JP VanLeeuwen
JP VanLeeuwen

A deaf child helps pass information along the Underground Railroad
using his paintbrush & panoramic egg.
An encounter with the headless horseman.
A traveling cobbler loses his way in deep woods and meets a girl with
magical shoes.
A hired hand teaches a lesson about how to treat people.
A boy hopes to win a fortune by spending a night in a haunted
house.
3 princes go on a quest to save their drought-ravaged kingdom.
Story of a young Josephine Baker.
An old-timer recalls his life in the saddle.
A boy recalls the day his deaf father saved people when a fire broke
out.
Young Jesse and his family are with a wagon train traveling from
Indiana to Oregon when they stop to celebrate the Fourth of July.
A 13-year takes the first hot air balloon flight in America.

JP VanLeeuwen
JP VanSteenwyk

A young boy and his father set sail on the Mayflower.
A slave describes his journey with his master into the American

San Souci
Sanderson
Schroeder
Scott

West.
JP Vaughan
JP Wells
JP Wells

The life of a fourteen-year-old girl who tends her family's lighthouse
during a fierce storm on the coast of Maine in the winter of 1856.
The 1938 Classic!
Boy grows up not knowing the true secret of his identity.

Waiting for the Evening Star

JP Wells

A boy grows up on a farm and can't understand why his brother
wants to leave.

What You Do Is Easy, What I Do Is Hard

JP Wolf
JP

Abbie Against the Storm
Lassie Come Home
The Little Lame Prince

A squirrel changes places with other animals and realizes things
aren't as easy as they seem.

